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Humorous Musings on our Subject, or How Foxwoods Saved My Soul 

When I first heard about the Gambling Conference I thought I’d propose a 

scholarly interdisciplinary paper from the Moral Landscapes of Literary Study --  

Dickens, Dostoevsky, Don DeLillo’s latest novel.  But nowadays the Moral Landscape is 
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the mid 1990’s I go to my god child’s wedding in California and then to Las Vegas with 

my brother.  And then, Foxwoods saves my soul. 

Disturbance area I:  money.  With too few addictions I have enough. Virginia 

Woolf’s independence buying 500 a year and a room of my own.  And more.  What am I 

supposed to do with it?  Buy stuff.  The problem with that is, you then have to keep all 

that stuff.    I learned to buy things that dissolved, flooding an inner world and leaving me 

without piles of stuff, things like concerts and travel and  the very smallest Georgian 

enamel garnet and diamond pin not even to wear, just to look at.  Satisfying.  I learned 

the delights of  writing checks to charities and giving gifts to family.  Balancing.  

The consumer culture spread its addictive tail but I just never somehow 

connected: more than one purse at a time? Really?  Months go by with hardly a charge on 

the Credit card – oh pusillanimous member of a consumer confidence society! The 

anxiety culture blinks its addictive warnings: oh that did connect, but I didn’t like how it 

felt.  What if, what if: I’m a natural renter but bought a condo; I’m an optimist but bought 

the best healthcare.  What am I afraid of?  Where to practice not being afraid? Where to 

practice being able to spend freely or not to spend?   

I’m not saying it can’t get a little out of hand, this practicing: you’ve got to have 

rules if you’re going to go to the casino. Virginia Woolf’s  Clarissa Dalloway walked 

across Hyde Park and threw a coin into the Serpentine pool – not her wrpentine pos2 Tc -0.00o 7e








